TouchStone Leaders Platform
About Our Vision
The Stone Soup Leadership Institute is seeking strategic partners to maximize our 20-year investment to build the
TouchStone Leaders Platform so millions around the world will have access to our transformative programs.
We seek grants/impact investors/seed capital to develop 6 BETA sites and integrate lessons learned before launch.
BETA sites are each developing unique courses for the Platform in strategic partnerships with:
• Sustainable Education Toolkit with Hawaii’s Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism
• Sustainability Project: Virtual Field Station: Martha’s Vineyard Youth Leadership Initiative
• Career Mentoring Program with Greater Holyoke Chamber of Commerce, Massachusetts
Mission
The Institute brings the Stone Soup Fable to life - inspiring people to give their gifts so together we can feed the
hunger in our hearts and the hunger in our world. The book and curriculum, Stone Soup for the World: Life
Changing Stories of Everyday Heroes, ignites our heroic spirit to take action and become motivational leaders
and innovative change makers.
Goals & Objectives
The Institute’s goal is to make its stone soup style leadership training modules accessible to all through the
TouchStone Leaders Platform. The 100 life-changing stories are the touchstone for our leadership training
programs, youth-community initiatives, sustainability projects and activities. We use these stories to teach values:
empathy & authenticity and inspire our youth to find their moral compass, a true north as they navigate important
decisions for their life, their community and the world.
Services
The TouchStone Leaders Platform offers high touch/high tech dynamic e-learning opportunities and a wide
range of smart tools. From a TouchStone Cam App & Digital Content Library to The Institute’s Video
Library with over 50 videos dedicated to chairperson Walter Cronkite. From the Certificate Fellows
Program with the Youth-Community Leadership Initiatives to the TouchStone Community: Action
Learning Laboratory with Interactive Sustainability Project Management.
Market Details
Market: Our Target Audience: Millennials: 24-30-year-old after school program site coordinators
who are being trained to inspire and motivate youth (ages 14-22) to realize their dreams for their life, their
community and the world. There is nothing in the market that is as immediately accessible, flexible and tailored to
the needs of the user as the resources in The Platform. It is Empowering, Inspiring, and Motivating.
How do you plan to disrupt the current way of doing things?
E-learning is the wave of the future. Instead of top-down learning (taking college classes and putting them online),
TouchStone Leader’s offerings are bottom-up lessons learned working directly with community-based
programs. They are action oriented making it possible for learning and social change to happen simultaneously
and effectively.

What is the opportunity?
There is a powerful need for soft-skills/leadership training. Employers are looking for employees who are powerful
communicators, able to lead and work on teams, adaptable to the demands of various settings, able to problem
solve, to think critically about issues, to resolve conflicts that arise and utilize project management skills to get work
done. These educational tools and online program helps to fulfill the Institute’s mission to build a more just and
sustainability world.
What problem does your service solve?
For trainers our e-learning programs are less costly than trainings that require travel and accommodation costs
on top of the cost of the training.
For employers our e-learning programs allows employees to learn as they work and immediately apply their
learning in the work with youth.
For individuals our e-learning programs are flexible, intensive and tailored to the needs of the participant.
The TouchStone Leaders Platform BETA & Milestones: 2016
The Martha’s Vineyard Leadership Initiative was selected as the Platform’s first BETA site. Millennial facilitators
co-designed a 10-week course using the book, Stone Soup for the World: Life Changing Stories of Everyday
Heroes. The book brings Stone Soup fable to life, inspiring people to give their gifts so together we can feed the
hunger in our hearts and the hunger in our world. The 100 life-changing stories serve as our touchstone. We use
these stories to teach values: empathy & authenticity and inspire our youth to find their moral compass, a true north
as young people navigate important decisions for their life, their community and the world.
Outcomes
The Institute’s Performance Metrics measures the 21st Century skills taught in the BETA Program: adaptability,
communication, critical-thinking, conflict-resolution, teamwork, project management, and problem solving
with improved average of 14.2 points.
Youth Designed Projects During BETA
• MVYLI Service Leadership matches youth with volunteer opportunities: www.volufind.com
• Vineyard Youth Opportunities: online resource for youth to connect with programs & services.
• MVYLI Voices Survey to engage students, educators and administration in a dialogue about how to improve
the school culture and learning environment at local high school.
The TouchStone Facilitators Certificate is a yearlong intensive blended training program. It begins with the
weeklong intensive residency, an immersive experience for Fellows with the goal of sparking their ability to inspire
collective leadership. This blended e-learning program offers the opportunity for participants to take a leadership
role in creating change in the lives of their constituents from the start. During Master Mentor workshops small
groups meet virtually for “class time.” The TouchStone Leaders Fellows have access to smart tools that streamline
learning and forums for conversation, collaboration and community building, as well as to The Institute’s book and
curriculum, training program videos, worksheets that have been used worldwide to inspire young people and
address critical issues facing their communities.
The TouchStone Leaders Platform has the potential to be a leader in the soft skills/leadership training field.
We are poised for rapid growth and maximum impact.
• In 2016-2017 the Fellows program will certify 10-20 people.
• In 2017-2018 The Institute will train and certify 100-200 Fellows, while training/employing Master Mentors.
• In 2018-2019, 500-1,000 Fellows will be certified.
• By the 2019 the Certificate Program will reach thousands with this “high touch/high-tech” blended model.
www.touchstoneleaders.com

The TouchStone Facilitator’s Action Learning Laboratory
The Action Learning Laboratory is a unique Online Community for people committed to the vital work of
creating innovative solutions to global problems. The Platform provides a space for sharing best practices. These
collaborations then lead to positive social change. The Platform supports and organizes training programs,
curricula, and projects. There are project management tools and an open user forum for the exchange of ideas and
collaboration. The Institute will either retain exclusive rights to the content or shared rights with royalties split
between the organizations. Action Learning Lab Members also have access to the Platform’s "low touch"
products such as the book, curriculum, videos, and "How to for Project Coordinators."
Competition
The TouchStone Leaders Platform accelerates the development of “21st century skills” vital for jobs of
tomorrow. This personalized workforce development trains people in “soft skills” and real-world situations to be
servant leaders: powerful communicators, able to lead and work on teams, adaptable to the demands of various
settings, able to problem solve, to think critically about issues, to resolve conflicts that arise and utilize project
management skills to get work done. Taking initiative in one’s life is especially critical for systematically
disenfranchised communities in inner cities, rural areas and on islands. If we as a society want to level the playing
field and offer all people regardless of race, class and gender the opportunity to succeed, then these soft skills must
need be integrated into education down to the core.
In this newly emerging professional field of youth development there are online training programs but none offer
the real-world learning experience, master mentorship by veteran leadership trainers, and a community of
like-minded individuals. Existing online training programs require participants to have graduated from a four-year
college program and their programs tend to offer a theoretical framework for understanding with no practical
training.
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The TouchStone Leaders Platform is a dynamic new educational opportunity offering a wide range
of smart tools and resources for people who dream of a better world and are ready to take action in
their life and in their communities.
It has the potential to be a leader in the soft skills/leadership training field.
It is a gathering place for people open to deep listening and inspired action.
It is designed for aspiring educators working in various settings to empower people to fully
participate in building their communities.
It offers after school facilitators smart tools that streamline learning and forums for conversation,
collaboration and community-building.
It is a virtual space for people to discover their “true north” and is committed to the vital work of
leading innovative solutions to global problems.

TouchStone Community: Action Learning Laboratory with Interactive Sustainability Project
Management. TouchStone is a unique. It is a gathering place for people open to deep listening, empathy,
inspired action, awakened by their moral compass. It is a meeting place for people to access online trainings and
information, collaborate or share ideas with other project organizers. TouchStone Leaders will learn from and
collaborate with the Institute’s initiatives as well as the 120 communities worldwide who are using The Institute’s
book and curriculum to inspire youth and engage leaders to address critical issues facing their communities.
Client Management and Support
Each client/user will access the tools they have licensed through the TouchStone Leaders Platform. The Touch
Stone platform provides them with content and project management tools. A larger organization, like a local
YMCA can enterprise license the TouchStone Leaders Platform to make it available to all of their locations.
www.touchstoneleaders.com

Our Strategic Partners
The Institute has developed strategic partnerships to bring under-served communities into the new global economy.
In addition to the 100 organizations featured in the book/curriculum, we are partnering with local and global
organizations from the inner cities of Baltimore, Cincinnati, and Oakland to the rural communities of Puerto Rico,
Virgin Gorda, British Virgin Islands and The Philippines. The Institute has created 6 unique youth leadership
initiatives on the islands of Martha’s Vineyard (MVYLI), Hawaii, Oahu, Lanai (SHYLI), Vieques (VYLI) and
Virgin Gorda (VGYLI). The TouchStone Leaders Platform will invite them during the expansion phase to
collaborate as early adopters.
These additional partnerships are being developed:
1. Partnership with Local Chambers of Commerce. The Institute will offer organizations
that need outsourced training for their workforce. The Platform will provide licenses to
organizations to access its resources for in-house or blended experience.
2. Partnerships with Local Community Colleges and Universities. The Institute is
partnering with colleges to develop accreditation for the Touchstone Leaders Facilitators
Certificate. Also course credits will be offered to college students.
3. Partnerships with Non-Profits Organizations: youth serving, youth development and
environmental organizations.
Management Team: The Institute’s Platform team has a combined experience of over 50 years of multi-cultural,
leadership and development experience working in various fields of discipline and communities around the globe.
About The Stone Soup Leadership Institute
The Institute is a 501c3 non-profit educational organization founded on Martha’s Vineyard, MA in 1997. It was
founded by people who were concerned about the direction of the planet especially the kind of legacy we are
leaving for our children. As community organizers, we knew if we all worked together for the common good we
could build a better world. We especially want to carry on the legacy of those who’ve given their lives to this
important work. We wanted to give people the inspiration and the educational tools they need to address the critical
issues facing our youth, our communities and our planet. We were especially concerned young people weren’t
learning enough about those from their own cultures who are building a better world. We knew if they did, they
would be inspired to stay in school, make something of themselves, give back to the world and be leaders for future
generations. We developed inclusive training programs to teach empathy, unify and get people involved. We use the
Stone Soup model to invite everyone to share their time, talents and resources.

The Institute’s Pledge with Walter Cronkite
We accept the challenge to be a force of positive change in the world.
We will help to carry on the legacy of Mahatma Gandhi, Dr. King Jr.
Cesar Chavez and Eleanor Roosevelt to improve our island communities,
our countries and the world through individual actions and working with others.
Together we strive to build a more peaceful and sustainable world.
www.touchstoneleaders.com

